Current Closed-Loop Control and Field Orientation Analysis of an Induction Motor in Six-Step Operation for Railway Applications
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Abstract: In railway traction drive systems, six-step operation is widely used for motors in a flux-weakening region. Traditional vector control algorithms in six-step operation cannot work effectively due to the limitation of a single degree of freedom. This paper analyses the dq current coupling relationship when voltage amplitude is limited and applies a current closed-loop control strategy in six-step operation. This paper proposes a proper switching control strategy to achieve a dual-mode control for induction motors in a full-speed region. The accuracy of field orientation is affected by changes in motor parameters and plays a key role in current control precision. This paper analyses the effect of field orientation error on motor six-step operation. It is found that the proposed current closed-loop control strategy can correct the field orientation error and guarantee the motor current to track the reference precisely. A case study of a 5.5 kW experimental platform is presented to validate the control schemes.

Nomenclature

\[ u_{sd}, u_{sq} \] d-axis and q-axis stator voltage
\[ i_{sd}, i_{sq} \] d-axis and q-axis stator current
\[ R_s \] Stator resistance
\[ L_s \] Stator self-inductance
\[ \sigma \] Total leakage factor
\[ \omega_0 \] Rotor angular velocity
\[ I_{smax} \] Maximum stator current vector amplitude
\[ U_{smax} \] Maximum stator voltage vector amplitude
\[ U_{dc} \] Inverter DC-link voltage
\[ \psi_r \] Rotor flux
\[ T_e \] Electromagnetic torque
\[ T_r \] Rotor time constant
\[ L_r \] Rotor self-inductance
\[ L_m \] Mutual inductance
\[ n_p \] Motor pole pairs
\[ p \] Differential operator
\[ i_{sd, rate} \] Rated d-axis current
\[ u_{sd, fd} \] Feed-forward compensatory d-axis voltage
\[ u_{sq, fd} \] Feed-forward compensatory q-axis voltage
\[ u_s \] Stator voltage vector
\[ \omega_r \] Rotor angular velocity
\[ \omega_{base} \] Motor base angular velocity
\[ i_s \] Stator current vector amplitude
\[ \delta \] Field orientation angle
\[ * \] Subscript denotes instruction value
\[ ^\wedge \] Subscript denotes estimated value

1. Introduction

Vector control has been widely used in railway induction motor (IM) control, where torque and flux linkage are controlled independently by field orientation [1, 2]. Due to the voltage limitation of the inverter DC-link, IMs require flux-weakening control to extend the operating speed. In railway traction drive systems, the inverter generally enters six-step operations to utilize DC-link voltage when the motor is in the flux-weakening region [3-5]. Compared with the linear region of the space vector pulse width modulation (SVPWM), the inverter output fundamental voltage amplitude is improved by 10.26% in six-step operations with consequent improvement of the output torque and working area. Six-step operations also reduce the switching frequency and, hence, inverter power loss. Thus, six-step operations are helpful to reduce inverter size and weight.

There are four main types of IM flux-weakening control [6, 7]. 1) Calculating the rotor flux instruction inversely proportional to motor speed. This method is simple, but it is difficult to provide the optimal flux linkage reference [8, 9]. 2) Calculating excitation current instruction according to a motor model. The control performance is sensitive to changes in motor parameters [10, 11]. 3) The excitation current and torque current reference can be obtained from a lookup table, but this method lacks portability [12]. 4) The difference between maximum inverter output voltage and motor stator voltage is used as the input of the voltage regulator to adjust excitation current [13-15]. This method does not depend on motor parameters and improves the robustness of flux-weakening control. The conventional flux-weakening control methods mentioned above require independent control of dq current. Thus, a threshold should be kept between the usable voltage and the maximum inverter output voltage, to guarantee the dynamic response of current regulators. Siebel et al. [16] stated that a threshold of 3% maximum inverter output voltage is required, while Sahoo and colleagues [17, 18] proposed a maximum voltage usage ratio of 96.34%. In six-step operation, motor voltage amplitude is fixed, and the voltage usage ratio is 100%. There is only one controllable degree of freedom, which is the voltage angle. Current regulators for conventional flux-weakening control will saturate in a six-step operation, which leads to these methods being disabled.

To achieve IM flux-weakening control in six-step operation, current open-loop control is used instead of double current regulators in six-step operation [19, 20]. The current response ability of this method is limited. Four PI controllers
are involved in switching the control strategies before and after six-step operation, which is too complicated to achieve. Horie et al. and Ando et al. [21, 22] abandoned the excitation current regulator in six-step operation, so that only the torque current is controlled by a closed loop. The excitation current is regulated by the error of the q-axis current in the work of Sahoo and Bhattacharya [23], thus torque current and excitation current closed-loop control is achieved near six-step operation. However, the coupling regulation relationship between excitation current and torque current has not been presented clearly. In addition, the motor cannot operate continuously in six-step mode under constant load conditions [23]. Which lead to extra switching action of power electronic devices than in stable six-step operation. The dq current coupling effect of PMSM in a high-speed region was used by Fang et al. [24]. Flux-weakening control is achieved by a single d-axis current regulator. The precise current trajectory tracking is achieved in a dq current coordinate system, and maximum inverter output voltage can be used stably and continuously. Fang et al. [24] achieved current closed-loop control with maximum inverter voltage usage for PMSM, but it was in SVPWM linear region and without consideration of inverter switching frequency. Sahoo and Bhattacharya [23] tried to achieve current closed-loop control with maximum inverter voltage usage for IM, but just near six-step operation was realized.

High-performance motor control requires proper current control strategies and precise field orientation. During train operation, motor parameters can change because of temperature, flux saturation, skin effect, etc. As a result, the motor field orientation will be inaccurate. This will reduce the motor control performance, causing inaccuracy of output torque and even transient oscillation [25]. Motor parameters can be observed by signal injection, state observer, model reference adaptive techniques, artificial intelligence, etc. [26, 27]. However, not all of them can be used for precise rotor field orientation. Yoo et al. [28] derived a compensated value for the rotor time constant based on a motor model, but neglected the change in inductor parameters. Maiti et al. [29] used reactive power to identify rotor resistance, but the results were affected by inductor parameters and PWM dead-time. Junfeng et al. [30] revised the field orientation by observing the torque difference in different coordinate systems. This method is simple but has to use inductor parameters to observe torque. The field orientation correction strategies mentioned above are used when the inverter output voltage usage ratio is lower than 100%, which is not suitable for six-step operation.

This paper studies flux-weakening control in six-step operation for IMs in railway traction systems. Section 2 addresses the IM coupling effect of excitation and torque in a high-speed region. Based on the coupling effect, a current closed-loop flux-weakening control to realize fast torque control in six-step operation is proposed. This section also presents the proper switching principle to guarantee that the motor can work continuously in six-step operation without unreasonable switching between PWM mode. Section 3 analyses the effect of inaccurate field orientation on the motor output torque, flux linkage and dq current in six-step operation. In addition, field orientation self-correction by the proposed control strategy is analysed. Section 4 verifies the proposed control strategy based on the experiment case study. Finally, Section 5 provides a conclusion.

2. Flux-weakening control in six-step operation

2.1. Coupling relationship of dq current

In a synchronous rotating coordinate system, according to rotor field orientation, the steady-state formulas of IM stator voltage are given by equation (1).

\[
\begin{align*}
    u_{sd} &= R_i i_s d - \alpha R L_i s q \\
    u_{sq} &= R_i i_s q + \alpha L_i i_s d
\end{align*}
\]

(1)

By transforming the q-axis voltage formula in equation (1), the q-axis current can be obtained using equation (2).

\[
i_q = \frac{u_{sq} - \alpha L_i i_{sd}}{R_i}
\]

(2)

It can be observed from equation (2) that, at a non-zero speed, if \( u_{sq} \) is fixed, the motor \( dq \) current has a linear relationship. The linear relationship is sound in small signal range where \( L_q \) and \( R_q \) can be assumed to be constant. This linear relationship represents the \( dq \) current coupling effect. The coupling coefficient \( \alpha L_i / R_i \) increases with an increase in stator frequency, which means the coupling effect is stronger with an increase in stator frequency.

The motor operation is limited by stator current and voltage, as shown in equation (3). \( I_{\text{max}} \) depends on inverter and motor rated current, and \( U_{\text{max}} \) depends on inverter DC-link voltage and modulation strategies.

\[
\begin{align*}
    u_s^2 + u_d^2 &\leq U_{\text{max}}^2 \\
    i_s^2 + i_d^2 &\leq I_{\text{max}}^2
\end{align*}
\]

(3)

When the stator frequency is low, \( U_{\text{max}} \) is much higher than motor back EMF. The \( u_{sq} \) in equation (2) has enough range to be adjusted, and the coupling effect is easy to limit. Thus, double current regulators can achieve instantaneous current control. Fig. 1 shows a typical double current regulator control scheme for an induction traction motor below base frequency. To improve the response speed of motor current, feed-forward compensation is used to achieve \( dq \) current decoupling.

Fig. 1. Double current regulator vector control

With an increase in motor speed, flux-weakening control is required to reduce the back EMF to extend the operation region. The traditional flux-weakening control method has a voltage threshold to guarantee independent control of \( dq \) current regulators and to avoid saturation. This type of method cannot fully use the inverter voltage and achieve six-step operation. When the traction system is in six-
step operation, the inverter exports the maximal output voltage. The relationship of motor dq voltage is fixed as shown in equation (4). The control system has only one degree of freedom, which is the voltage phase angle. The dq current cannot be decoupled and controlled independently.

\[ u_{sq} = \sqrt{U_{smax}^2 - u_{sd}^2} \]  

(4)

### 2.2. Current closed-loop control in six-step operation

To achieve current closed-loop control in six-step operation, this paper utilizes the strong coupling effect of dq current in equation (2). Adjustment of the dq voltage instruction is shown in Part 1 of Fig. 2, and the overall control scheme is shown in Fig. 2. Only the d-axis current regulator remains to adjust voltage instructions in six-step operation. Motor excitation and torque control are completed by a single d-axis current regulator. The q-axis voltage instruction is not obtained from the q-axis current regulator but is calculated from equation (5) using inverter maximal output voltage and d-axis voltage instruction. The instantaneous sampled and updated \( U_{dc} \) is used to calculate \( U_{smax} \). Thus, the impact of \( U_{dc} \) fluctuation on the six-step operations is eliminated. To guarantee the motor response speed in six-step operation, the d-axis voltage instruction is calculated by the d-axis voltage feed-forward part \( U_{sdc,ud} \) and the d-axis current PI controller. In this way, the limitation of a single degree of freedom in six-step operation is fulfilled, and current closed-loop control is achieved.

\[ \begin{align*}
  i_{sd,lim} &= i_{sd,rate} \\
  i_{sq,lim} &= \min(\sqrt{\frac{i_{sd,rate}^2 + i_{sd}^2 - i_{sd,rate}^2}{\sigma}})
\end{align*} \]

(6)

In addition, to improve the response ability of the q-axis current, the q-axis current error is used to adjust the rotor flux linkage reference \( \psi_r^e \) by PI regulator A, which is shown in Part 2 of Fig. 2.

### 2.3. Full-speed region dual-mode control and switching strategies

According to the traditional double current regulator vector control in Fig. 1 and the current closed-loop control in six-step operation in Fig. 2, this paper proposes a dual-mode control scheme for traction IM, which is suitable to operate with a multi-mode hybrid PWM strategy, as shown in Fig. 3.

When IM is in the constant torque region, and the speed is lower than \( \omega_{base} \), the motor voltage has not reached the maximum voltage limit. The motor should only meet the current constraint, and the traditional double current regulator vector control is used. When the motor speed increases and enters a flux-weakening region, the six-step operation current closed-loop control is applied to utilize the maximum voltage.

To achieve dual-mode control in a full-speed region, two control schemes need to be switched to each other online. When the control scheme in Fig. 1 is applied, the relationship among \( u_{sq} \), \( U_{smax} \) and \( u_{ad} \) is given by equation (7).

\[ u_{sq} < \sqrt{U_{smax}^2 - u_{ad}^2} \]

(7)
With an increase in the motor speed or the load, $u_{sq}$ moves closer to $\sqrt{U_{\text{imax}} - u_{sd}^2}$. When:

$$u_{sq}^* \geq \sqrt{U_{\text{imax}} - u_{sd}^2} \quad (8)$$

the control scheme in Fig. 1 is no longer applicable, and the six-step control scheme in Fig. 2 needs to be used. Thus, equation (8) is the entry condition for six-step operation.

When the motor enters six-step operation, $u_{sq}^*$ is fixed at $\sqrt{U_{\text{imax}} - u_{sd}^2}$. Equation (8) is always met, so $u_{sq}^*$ cannot be used as the flag to quit six-step operation. In six-step operation, another $q$-axis voltage instruction can be exported from the $q$-axis current regulator in Fig. 1, which is defined as $u_{sql}^*$ and is not used to control the motor. $u_{sql}^*$ is different from $u_{sq}^*$ calculated by equation (5). Putting $u_{sql}^*$ into equation (7) determines whether quitting six-step operation is also not applicable. When the six-step control scheme in Fig. 2 is used, $i_q$ can track $i_q^*$ rapidly, and the motor back EMF is limited due to flux-weakening control. Thus, $u_{sql}^*$ can satisfy equation (7) and lead to a switchable switching off of six-step operation. The overall system is operated close to six-step operation in steady state and switched to six-step operation temporarily when the system instruction changes rapidly. This causes too high a system switching frequency in the high-speed region, and the DC-link voltage is not fully used.

To solve the problems above, $d$-axis current is used as the criteria of quitting six-step operation. As shown in Fig. 4, when the motor speed or the load reduces, the motor operation point moves to the right side of the curve $i_{sd} = i_{sd\_rate}$ and should quit the six-step operation. Thus, the criteria of quitting six-step operation can be obtained by relation between $i_{sd}$ and $i_{sd\_rate}$ as shown in equation (9).

When the $d$-axis current is above $i_{sd\_rate}$, the six-step flux-weakening control is switched off, and the conventional double current regulator vector control in Fig. 1 is recovered. In the meantime, the adjustment of flux linkage by the $q$-axis is forbidden. The integrator item of the regulator is cleared to avoid impact on the control. The holistic criterion for switching six-step operation is shown in Fig. 5.

$$i_{sd} > i_{sd\_rate} \quad (9)$$

**Fig. 4. Working areas of IM**

**Fig. 5. Switching control strategy**

### 3. Field orientation error effect analysis and self-correction

In an indirect field-oriented vector control system, the field location is calculated by integrating the sum of rotor frequency and slip frequency, as in equation (10).

$$\begin{align*}
\omega & = \omega_r + \frac{i_{sq}}{T_s i_{sd}} \\
\delta & = \int \omega_r dt
\end{align*} \quad (10)$$

In practical operation, a change in motor parameters and control delay can lead to a change in the actual rotor time constant $T_s$. A difference between $T_r$ and estimated rotor time constant $T_s \hat{r}$ in the controller can lead to an error in stator frequency calculation and inaccuracy in the field orientation angle $\delta$. Regarding motor control systems with a speed sensor, the actual slip frequency equals the given slip frequency when the speed measurement is accurate.

$$\frac{i_{sq}}{T_s i_{sd}} = \frac{i_{sq}}{T_r i_{sd}} \quad (11)$$

In medium- and low-speed regions, due to PI control of double current regulators, no matter whether the field orientation is accurate or not, the amplitude of actual stator current is consistent with the reference current. When field orientation is inaccurate, there is an error between the actual $dq$ current and instructions. In six-step operation, no matter whether the field orientation is accurate or not, the amplitude of the stator voltage remains the same. When field orientation is inaccurate, the actual angle of the motor voltage is changed, which leads to an error between the actual $dq$ voltage and instructions, as shown in Fig. 6.

**Fig. 6. Change in voltage vector angle when six-step operation field orientation is inaccurate**

From Fig. 6, when field orientation is inaccurate, the error of the stator voltage angle is given by equation (12).
\[ \theta_{\text{error}} = \arctan \left( \frac{u_{ad}}{u_{id}} \right) - \arctan \left( \frac{u_{ad}^*}{u_{id}^*} \right) \] (12)

In a flux-weakening region, the stator frequency is high. Thus, the voltage of stator resistance can be neglected, and the steady-state voltage in equation (1) can be simplified as equation (13).

\[
\begin{align*}
    u_{ad} &= -\omega_s \sigma L_s i_{sq} \\
    u_{sq} &= \omega_s L_s i_{sd}
\end{align*}
\] (13)

By combining equations (11) and (13) into equation (12), equation (14) is obtained.

\[ \theta_{\text{error}} = \arctan \left( \frac{1}{T_r/\hat{T}_r} \frac{1}{\sigma i_{ad}^*/i_{id}^*} \right) - \arctan \left( \frac{1}{\sigma i_{ad}^*/i_{id}^*} \right) \] (14)

According to equation (14), the relationship between voltage angle error and rotor time constant error can be obtained, as shown in Fig. 7. With an increasing error between the estimated rotor time constant \( \hat{T}_r \) and the actual time constant \( T_r \), the field orientation angle error increases. When the rotor time constant error is fixed, with an increase in \([i_{ad}^*/i_{id}^*] \) which represents load, the field orientation angle error increases.

Fig. 7. Relationship of \( \theta_{\text{error}} \) to rotor time constant error and load

The relationship between \( dq \) voltage and angle error is denoted in equation (15).

\[
\begin{align*}
    u_{ad} &= U_{s,\text{max}} \cos(\theta + \theta_{\text{error}}) \\
    u_{sq} &= \sqrt{U_{s,\text{max}}^2 - u_{ad}^2}
\end{align*}
\] (15)

Based on equation (15), when the stator angle is ahead, \( |u_{ad}| \) is higher than \( |u_{ad}^*| \), and \( u_{sq} \) is lower than \( u_{sq}^* \). On the contrary, \( u_{sq} \) is higher and \( |u_{ad}| \) is lower. By combining equations (13) and (15), the actual motor \( dq \) current is given by equation (16).

\[
\begin{align*}
    i_{ad} &= \frac{U_{s,\text{max}} - u_{ad}}{\omega_s L_s} \\
    i_{sq} &= -\frac{U_{s,\text{max}} \cos(\theta + \theta_{\text{error}})}{\omega_s \sigma L_s}
\end{align*}
\] (16)

According to equation (16), if the motor parameters in Table 1 are applied, the actual \( dq \) current when \( \theta_{\text{error}} \) is within \([-7\pi/18 \text{ and } 7\pi/18]\) is shown in Fig. 8.

From Fig. 8, when the field orientation angle \( \delta \) is ahead \( (\theta_{\text{error}} > 0) \), the actual \( d \)-axis current \( i_{sd} \) is lower than \( i_{sd}^* \), and the \( q \)-axis current \( i_{sq} \) is higher than \( i_{sq}^* \). When six-step operation closed-loop control is used, the output of the PI controller \( A \) in Fig. 2 decreases, which leads to an increase in the rotor flux linkage instruction \( \psi_r^* \). The increase of \( \psi_r^* \) improves the excitation current instruction \( i_{sd}^* \). The increase of \( i_{sd}^* \) leads to a decrease in \( |u_{ad}| \) and an increase in \( u_{sq} \). The stator voltage vector moves along the voltage-limit circle clockwise, which reduces the voltage vector angle error, as \( u_{sq} \) shown in Fig. 9.

When the field orientation angle lags, \( i_{sd} \) is higher than \( i_{sd}^* \), and \( i_{sq} \) is lower than \( i_{sq}^* \). The variables in six-step operation closed-loop control change in the opposite way to when the field orientation angle is ahead. The stator voltage vector moves the along the voltage-limit circle anticlockwise, which reduces the voltage vector angle error, as \( u_{sq} \) shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 8. Relationship between \( dq \) current and \( \theta_{\text{error}} \)

Fig. 9. Voltage variation in field orientation correction

The analysis above denotes that, using six-step operation current closed-loop control, the system can be adjusted automatically when field orientation is inaccurate due to rotor time constant changes. Thus, the accuracy of the motor voltage vector angle in six-step operation is guaranteed.

4. Analysis of experimental results

The experimental platform is shown in Fig. 10, which consists of a traction IM, a load motor, two three-phase
converters and two control systems. A TMS320F28335 floating point digital signal processor is used to control the traction IM. The load motor is controlled by a Myway platform. The detailed experimental motor parameters are shown in Table 1.

**Table 1 Parameters of the experimental motor platform**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stator resistance/Ω</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor resistance/Ω</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stator leakage inductance/H</td>
<td>0.01629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor leakage inductance/H</td>
<td>0.01629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutual inductance/H</td>
<td>0.430875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pole pairs</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated power/kW</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full load torque/Nm</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotating speed/(r/min)</td>
<td>1450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated current/A</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC bus voltage/V</td>
<td>513</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 10. Experimental platform**

As shown in the Fig. 3, the calculation of \( i'_{sd} \) and \( i'_{sq} \) refer to \( L_s \) and \( L_m \). Although there exists variation of leakage inductance, it is very small compared to variation of excitation induction. Thus, the accuracy of \( i'_{sd} \) and \( i'_{sq} \) is mainly affected by the change of \( L_m \). \( L_m \) is mainly influenced by field current and can be corrected by offline measurement. For the experimental motor used in this paper, the relationship between \( L_m \) and field current is shown in Fig. 11.

**Fig. 11. \( L_m \) against field current**

To simulate the traction motor operation environment, this paper applies multi-mode PWM and limits the switching frequency. Since the range of experimental motor speed regulation is relatively narrow, and the power and voltage ranking is relatively low, this paper simplifies the multi-mode PWM, as shown in Fig. 12(a). The full-speed region uses the asynchronous SVPWM and a synchronous 11-pulse Basic Bus Clamping Strategy (BBCS) SVPWM [31]. Finally, six-step operation is achieved by 11-pulse SVPWM overmodulation. The PWM results are shown in Fig. 12(b), (c) and (d).

**Fig. 12. The PWM strategy of the platform**

4.1. Full-speed region dual-mode control and switching strategies

Fig. 13 shows the experimental results when the motor accelerates to 1500 r/min then decelerates. Fig. 13(a) shows \( dq \) current and phase voltage amplitude during this process. It can be found that the \( q \)-axis current remains the same after the motor enters six-step operation, and there is no impact on \( dq \) current when switching control strategies. To meet the maximum voltage limit in six-step operation, regulator A in Fig. 2 is used to reduce \( d \)-axis current. From Fig. 13(a), it can be seen that using the proposed closed-loop control in six-step operation can make the phase voltage amplitude the same with the maximum output voltage of inverter \( U_{max} \). The motor works stably in six-step operation. Fig. 13(b) and Fig. 13(c) shows the phase current and line voltage waveforms around the switching point of six-step operation. The motor enters and quits six-step operation smoothly.
4.2. Current response experiment in six-step operation

To validate the current response ability in six-step operation, a load experiment was carried out. The load motor controls the speed, while the experiment motor controls the torque.

Fig. 14 shows the $dq$ current and phase current response when the motor is at 1300 r/min and the torque current instruction is changed suddenly. The $q$-axis current instruction is changed from 3 A to 1 A, and then increases to 2 A. It was found that the dynamic response is good when the dq current instruction is changed suddenly. The $dq$ current can track the instructions rapidly, and phase current can respond rapidly to guarantee the accurate output of motor torque.

4.3. Field orientation self-correction experiment

The traction motor torque instruction is 6 Nm, and the load motor speed is 1200 r/min. The proposed six-step operation current closed-loop control strategy is applied to the traction IM. The traction motor works stably in six-step operation. The estimated rotor time constant $\hat{T}_r$ in the DSP controller is changed at $t_1$ and $t_2$; the experimental results are shown in Fig. 15.

Fig. 15. Motor response when rotor time constant is changed

Fig. 15(a) shows the $dq$ current and phase current response when $\hat{T}_r$ is changed to 0.7$T_r$ at $t_1$. It was found that, at the instant $\hat{T}_r$ changes, the field orientation angle is ahead. This leads to the voltage angle being ahead, higher $q$-axis current $i_{sq}$, lower $d$-axis current $i_{sd}$, and a slight increase in phase current $i_a$. Thus, the output of regulator A $PI_{out_A}$ decreases, which leads to an increase in the $d$-axis current instruction $i_{sd}'$. As a result, $|u_{sd}|$ decreases and $u_{dq}$ increases. The voltage vector angle rotates clockwise, which reduces the error of the voltage vector angle. Thus, the $q$-axis current can track the instruction value rapidly, and phase current amplitude becomes the original value. Fig. 15(b) shows $dq$ current and phase current when $\hat{T}_r$ is changed to 1.3$T_r$ at $t_2$. The experimental results are the opposite when $\hat{T}_r$ decreases. $PI_{out_A}$ increases, which leads to a decrease in voltage vector error. The $q$-axis current tracks the instruction value rapidly.

The experimental results are consistent with the theoretical analysis. Using the proposed current closed-loop control, inaccurate field orientation due to changes in motor parameter can be corrected rapidly, to guarantee that the motor current tracks the instruction. Thus, the motor output torque will be as expected.

5. Conclusion

Traction IMs in railway applications should employ six-step operation in high-speed regions. There is only one degree of freedom in such a system, so it is difficult to achieve current closed-loop control using conventional flux-weakening control with double current regulators. This paper analyses the coupling relationship between $dq$ current based on IM voltage equation when the motor stator voltage is limited. Using this relationship, a flux-weakening scheme with fast current response is applied, where $dq$ voltage
instructions are adjusted by a single $d$-axis current regulator. Based on the proposed control scheme, full-speed dual-mode control of the IM is achieved. Switching principle between six-step and PWM modes is analysed. Smooth switching between the two control modes is achieved by proper switching control. The IM can work stably in six-step operation without unreasonable and repeated switching between PWM modes and accomplish rapid current closed-loop control.

Changes in motor parameters can cause inaccuracy of field orientation. This paper analyses the influence of inaccurate field orientation on IM six-step operation. 1) When the rotor time constant error is fixed, an increase in load leads to an increase in field orientation angle error. 2) When the field orientation angle is ahead, the actual $d$-axis current is lower than the instruction, and the actual $q$-axis current is higher than the instruction, and vice versa. Moreover, it is found that the proposed six-step operation current closed-loop control strategy can achieve accurate tracking of current instruction by self-correction of the field orientation. The case study presents validation of the proposed control scheme and analysis on a 5.5 kW experimental platform. This approach can be also employed in other scenarios using IM in six-step operation.
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